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INTRODUCTION

Liquid-metal cooled breeder reactors are expected to use large quantities of

sodium or sodium-potassium alloy, and evaluation of the possible consequences of

a liquid-metal f i r e , henceforth referred to as a sodium f i r e , is an important

consideration. Of particular interest is the sodium aerosol concentration at the

r.<r intake ports that are used for reactor cooling, and which might suffer

restricted flow under high aerosol concentrations. We have devised and applied a

methodology for estimating the concentration of aerosols released vert ical ly and

horizontally from building surfaces and monitored at other building surface

points l '2 . We have used this methodology to make calculations that indicate the

time-development of aerosol build-up, and the maximum aerosol concentrations, at

a1 r intake ports. Building waKe effects? momentum-driven plume r ise, and

density-driven plume rise are considered.
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METHODOLOGY

Wilson and Britter^ have published a methodology for estimating the ratio of

the aerosol concentration during slow, non-buoyant releases at a building surface

exhaust vent to the upper bound of the concentration at a receptor point. Their

equations may be rearranged to represent the aerosol concentration at a receptor

point as a function of source strength! however* a number of potentially

Important mechanisms are not included in their methodology. We must consider

such mechanisms.

To account for plume rise, it is necessary to compute an "effective" source

strength normalized to the roof height and to use this normalized source strength

to determine a concentration at points downwind. The sector-averaged roof edge

concentration (for a downwind 22.5-degree sector) may be found by using a

modification of the Gaussian Plume equation"̂ .

The amount of momentum-driven plume rise above tne emission point may be

predicted5 from the exhaust port exit diameter, the windspeea, and the exhaust

velocity.

There exist, in addition to momentum-driven plume rise which results from

the initial upward plume velocity, other mechanisms that increase the effective

aerosol release-height, and which result in a more gradual lofting of the plume

in comparison to momentum plume rise. These density differences result from

(1) temperature differences, (2) molecular weight differences, and (3) water

droplet evaporation after plume emission. Briggs^ presents methods for

estimating the plume rise from these effects, and we incorporate his methods in

our methodology.

In order to estimate the aerosol concentration at receptor points on

building surfaces from horizontal emissions for the conservative situation where



the plume is injected directly into fie wind, we developed a methodology that

predicts the point above the emission point that the plume, being blown back

toward the building by the wind, impinges on either the building or the vertical

projection of the building wall. This point was the location of an effective

source of aerosols. This effective aerosol source was used to predict aerosol

concentrations at receptor points (intake ports) using the equations developed

above. To develop the path that the horizontally emitted plume follows in space*

we used a subset of the generalized Briggs plume-rise equations 7i8 applicable to

conditions of zero potential temperature gradient.

CALCULATIONS

We have applied this methodology to consider a specific breeder reactor

design^, A set of computer codes were implemented to simulate aerosol behavior

for several bpecial situations. We computed potential aerosol concentrations at

air intake ports from emissions on the building structure of one of the Sodium

Advanced Fast Reactor SAFR power packs. Modules of this nuclear power system are

sodium-cooled, and are designed to be economic ana inherently safe.

Reference wind directions and representative wind velocities were chosen and

calculations were made of sodium aerosol concentrations at air intake ports.

RESULTS

A set of tables was prepared to show soaium aerosol concentrations at five

air Intake ports for emissions at three representative exhaust ports. Table 1,

one of these tables, demonstrates the influence of stack diameter and exhaust

parameters on aerosol concentration at intake ports. Eight different types of

plume were considered, as determined by source strength, port size, and port cap



method. Five wind speeds were considered.

Our results suggest that, for wind speeds from 2-10 m/s and for relatively

small release rates on the order of 1-10 kg/s. aerosol concentrations will be

sufficiently low that, in cases where several judiciously placed cooling ports

are provided, reactor cooling will not be compromised in the design considered.

Higher aerosol concentrations would likely result under calm wind

conditions.

Exhaust stack diameter and rain cap design must be carefully considered, in

light of the strong effect of design choices on aerosol concentration.

Uncertainties in the methodology and in the input parameters must be

considered in oraer to effectively interpret rr.oael results. Finally, it would be

useful to consiGer the effects of sodium aerosol particle growth ana

agglomeration^.
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Table 1. Sodium aerosol concentrations (kg/rrv>)
for high speed releases.

(Exhaust Port diameter = 1.86 m.)

Exhaust Port

El

E2

E3

Input Port

11

12

11

12

11

12

PI time
Dynamicsa

A
B
C
A
B
C
D
E
D
E
nu

D
E

2

.79E+0i

.003+00

.77E-20

.11E+01

.16E-35

.20E-03

.00E+00

.46E-13

.94E-38

.12E-2S

.27E-30

.19E-U7

.COE+OO

.29E-2S

Wind

.40E+01

.OOE+CO

.39E-20

.56E+00

.11E-15

.10E-03

.00E+00

.30E-04

.63E-10

.25E-09

.46E-G6

.84E-02

.58E-19

.enE-08

Speed (m/s)
6

.32E-01

.00E+00
•26E-20
.17E+00
•49E-11
.67E-04
.61E-19
•21E-Q2
.68E-05
.8SE-C6
.19E-02
.96E-01
.22E-C6
.20E-C4

8

.33E-04

.00E+00

.19E-20
• 39E-01
.56E-09
.SOE-04
.40E-11
.11E-01
.34E-03
.20E-04
.17E-01
.21E+00
.68E-03
.3 8E-03

10

.12E-06

.00E+00

.15E-20

.12E-01

.64E-08

.40E-C4

.15E-07

.23E-01

.19E-02

.10E-03

.33E-01

.30E+00

.11E-01

.16E-02

aNOTES:

A. Aerosol plume is assumed cirectea vertically cownwara by rair aeflecticn
cap en stacK. StacK neignt recal cul ttea and set equal to 29.2-:2W7li i.-.eters.

B. Aerosol pi ume is assur.iec circct^a vertically upward by rain ceflecticn
cap on stacK. Stack heiqnt rocal cul :t=d ana set equal to 29.2 +• SC'.v/U meters.

C. Aerosol plume is assumec emitted horizontally fran stac.-;. StacK neic.it
set equal to 29.2 meters.

D. Aerosol plume is assumed to intersect the downwind roof edge that is
closest to the aerosol emission poir.t.

E. Aerosol plume is assumed tc intersect the downwind roof ecge that is
beyond that edge closest to the aerosol emission poir.t.
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